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Abstract. Twas brillig and the
slithey toves did gyre and gimble
in the wabe. All mimsy were the
burogoves, and the mome raths out-
grabe.

1. Introduction

The solution to the problem of how to make
Penrose rod and pinion frameworks rigid was
conjectured by Ture Wester [4]. In his pa-
per, Wester explains how to make a given
framework rigid in a minimal way. He states
that the proof of his method can be done
by following the exposition of Baglivo and
Graver [1] for the case where the framework
is composed of squares, and generalizing the
arguments in the appropriate way. Our goal
in this paper is to explain how the different
deformations of the Penrose rod and pinion
framework are obtained. The understand-
ing of such deformations naturally leads to a
better understanding of the rigidity problem
of quasicrystal frameworks and ultimately to
a proof of Wester’s theorem.

The question of how to make a rod and pin-
ion 3D quasicrystal framework rigid by intro-
ducing plates bracing the faces of rhombohe-
dra is still under discussion. We have studied
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Figure 1. Quasicrystal framework
COAST by Tony Robbin, installed 1994
at the Danish Technical University

3D quasicrystal frameworks and their rigid-
ity. However the possible deformations of
the structure in 3D are so numerous and this
makes them hard to analyze. In our expo-
sition of the 2D case we will indicate which
properties do not generalize to 3D.

2. The 2-Dimensional Case

We study the rigidity of quasicrystal rod and
pinion frameworks. In collaboration with
mathematical artist Tony Robbin [?], and
University of Illinois students, Alex Burn-
ley and Chong Han, we found the minimum
number and positions of braced rhombi which
stabilize 2D connected and simply connected
quasicrystal frameworks, we shall refer as
Penrose carpet, and define more precisely be-
low.

2.1. Definitions and Observations. By a
direction in the plane we mean a pencil of all
lines parallel to each other. If r, t denote two
directions in the plane we can define the an-
gle between them by taking a line in each
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family and looking at their angle of intersec-
tion. We denote this angle by ∠r, t.

A Penrose carpet is .... DEFINE HERE?
maybe

In a Penrose carpet a maximal succession of
adjacent rhombi with a common direction is
called a ribbon. We denote ribbons by lower
case letters, {a, b, c, ...}. A Penrose carpet
has the property that any two ribbons a, b
intersect at a unique rhombus. We call a car-
pet with such property an Euclidean carpet
because we think of the riboons as general-
ized lines, and in Euclidean geometry, two
lines intersect in a unique point. We use the
notation a∩ b = (ab) and refer to (ab) as the
rhombus of the intersection. If the two rib-
bons don’t intersect, a ∩ b = ∅, we say they
are parallel, we write a||b.

QUESTION: do we really need ”elements”
as an additional technical word?

For a Penrose carpet we define the elements
of the ribbon to be the lines that go trough
the sides of the parallelograms in the ribbon
that are adjacent to each other. Notice that
all of the elements in a ribbon have the same

direction, i.e they belong to same pencil of
parallel lines. Hence given a ribbon a we can
talk about its direction, which we will denote
by |a|.

It is important to note that the previous def-
initions make sense for any small distortion
of the Penrose carpet in the plane. The rea-
son for this is the fact that, in the plane, any
equilateral quadrilateral is a rhombus. This
property does not generalize to 3D Quasicrys-
tal rod and pinion frameworks, twisting dis-
tortions of rhombohedra cease to have par-
allel edges and faces.

2.2. Bracing a Penrose carpet. A Pen-
rose carpet has two shapes of rhombi: a thin
rhombus has angles 144o, 36o and a thick rhom-
bus has angles 108o, 72o. (Some writers have
called them skinny and fat respectively.) We
brace a rhombus (ab) in the carpet, for in-
stance with a rigid plate filling the rhombus,
to prevent the rhombus from changing its
shape under a distortion of the carpet. The
angle ∠ab between the two directions asso-
ciated to the ribbons is fixed at these an-
gles, even though the distorition may change
the directions |a|, |b|, thereby rotating the
braced rhombus (ab).

We define a rigid bracing of a Penrose car-
pet to be one in which the interior angles of
all of the rhombi in the carpet are fixed and
are equal to either 108o, 72o or 144o, 36o. We
can rephrase the definition of rigid bracing
in terms of the directions of the ribbons. A
rigid bracing of a Penrose carpet is one in
which for any rhombus (ab) the angle be-
tween the two directions |a| and |b| is fixed
and is equal to either 108o, 72o or 144o, 36o.

2.3. Wester’s Theorem. So, when is a brac-
ing of the Penrose carpet a rigid bracing?
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Figure 2. Left: A Penrose carpet
with 13 rhombi, 7 ribbons and 6 brac-
ing plates. Right: the corresponding
Wester graph and a maximal tree.

Following Baglivo and Garver, and Wester,
we associate to a Penrose carpet a graph Γ,
which we called the Wester Graph of the car-
pet. The vertices of Γ are all of the ribbons
in the carpet. The edges are defined by the
rule that ab is an edge if and only if the rib-
bons a and b intersect. Thus the edges of Γ
correspond to the rhombi of carpet.

Then a bracing of the Penrose carpet corre-
sponds to a colored subgraph of the Wester
Graph in which the edge ab is colored if the
rhombus (ab) in the carpet is braced.

Theorem 1. Let F be a Penrose carpet with
associated Wester graph Γ and let Φ be a
subgraph which is both spanning and con-
nected. Then, bracing the rhombi correspond-
ing to the edges of Φ makes F rigid.

Recall, that spanning means that every ver-
tex of Γ is also a vertex of Φ. And, connected
means that there is an edge path between
any two vertices of Φ. We want to show that
if we have a subgraph Φ which is connected
and spanning, then the corresponding brac-
ing of the Penrose carpet is a rigid bracing.
To do this it is enough to show that under
any distortion of the carpet, for any two rib-
bons a, b crossing at rhombus (ab), the angle
between the directions a and b is fixed.

Let (ab) be any rhombus of the Penrose car-
pet, and to avoid a trivial case, assume the
edge ab is not colored.

Since Γ is connected, there exists a path in
Γ between the ribbons a and b. Denote this
path in the order that it encounters vertices.

a, r1, r2, . . . , rk, b

. Then all of the rhombi

(ar1), (r1r2), . . . , (rkb)

are braced. Hence all of the angles

∠ar1, ∠r1r2, . . . ,∠rkb

are fixed. This implies that ∠ar2 is fixed
because this angle either the sum or the dif-
ference of the angles ∠ar1, ∠r1r2.

Recursively, we see that ∠ab is fixed.
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